
 Spell check the entire document. If possible, have a second person recheck.

 Recheck the entire document for grammar and punctuation.

 Make sure document bleeds extend past bleed lines (if applicable.)

 Make sure important content is safely within printing margins. Ask your 
 printer, or assume .375” from edge, at minimum.

 Make sure all type is large enough to be read at a comfortable distance and 
 has enough color contrast to be read easily.

 Make sure there are no missing or inactive fonts.

 Recheck color consistency throughout the document.

 Check that graphics and images are in CMYK (not RGB).

 If printing 4-color (CMYK), convert all spot colors to CMYK. 

 If printing Pantone, check that swatches are correctly defined and applied. 

 Trash unused color swatches.

 Make sure all type is only 100% black (Cyan 0%, Magenta 0%, Yellow 0%,  
 Black 100%), Otherwise, large areas of black should be “rich black” (Cyan  
 60%, Magenta 40%, Yellow 40%, Black 100%).

 Ensure linked graphics are up to date and files are linked correctly.

 Remove any empty or unused elements in your composition/artboards.

 If there is a template layer, make sure it is set to non-printing or turned off.

 If sending working files, make sure all layers and objects are clearly labeled.

 Print your document on a local printer to recheck all above elements and 
 test color quality, layout, and margins.

 Run a preflight check to find any remaining errors such as overset text or 
 broken links. If using InDesign, use the Preflight panel.

 Ask your printer what file format and settings they prefer. Usually a high- 
 resolution (300dpi) .pdf works. Some printers require a packaged file (.zip  
 folder) that includes all graphics and linked fonts. In InDesign, find Package  
 under the File menu.
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